
 
 

 

Birthing Sexual Sovereignty 

 - CYCLE  2: THE GRACEFUL WARRIOR - 
Taking Action under the Waxing Moon 
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In the lunar cycle, the Graceful Warrior reflects the Waxing Moon. This time             

of post-bleeding and the follicular phase is where our natural rhythm builds. We become energized,               

passionate, and dynamic. The waxing moon phase is Springtime in the Seasons, inviting the Maiden's               

energy, our budding sexuality, new life, and the element of fire.  

 

The Graceful Warrior connects us to our discernment, Grace, and strength.           

She is on a mission with her wings outstretched, embracing life and flying towards her life's calling! She                  

is grounded and rooted in the masculine principles of focus and direction, armed with a sword of                 

discernment and her inner compass to guide the way. 
 

 
We align and take action to bring our sacred dreams into the world. 

 



 

As a sexually sovereign being, you choose how you show up in the world and               
what you say YES to. You can step forward into the world and take action, cutting away and                  

saying NO to what no longer serves a life aligned with your highest YES.  

 

You can commit to yourself within this journey and take action with your             
sword of discernment. The more you show up for yourself and commit to what you truly desire,                 

the more you create space for your sacred dreams to birth.  

 

Phoenix shares: “The waxing moon is a good time to go out into the world, work on projects, 

planning, meetings, launch whatever you received in your dream time and intuitive guidance, and speak 

your truth. In this phase, our ovaries are releasing more testosterone and follicle-stimulating hormones. 

We are going into an active birth phase.”  

 

 

The shadow aspect of Graceful warrior is Burnout. As we stand in our power and               

move forward with decisiveness and discernment, others will be attracted to this energy and may begin                

asking for more from us. If we lack boundaries and a sword of discernment, we may find ourselves                  

overdoing, in a pattern of saying YES when we need to say NO or eventually burning out. The Graceful                   

Warrior recognizes the importance of resting and recharging and prioritizes her own needs before              

others’ desires.  

 

 

graceful warrior Mantra:   “I am clear in my Boundaries. I act with discernment.”  

Bija Sound:  Ram  
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The Seven Attributes of the Graceful Warrior 

The Seven Attributes of the Graceful Warrior within Temple Body Arts are a             
reminder to stay centered in your embodied power:  

 

❖ The Graceful Warrior is grounded in both body and mind.  

❖ The Graceful Warrior recognizes self-worth.  

❖ The Graceful Warrior is open and receptive.  

❖ The Graceful Warrior realizes embodied wisdom.  

❖ The Graceful Warrior is courageous and humble. 

❖ The Graceful Warrior reflects the balance of creative power (divine feminine) with            

discernment (divine masculine) to experience the sacred marriage. 

❖ The Graceful Warrior is able to invoke Kali and Durga energy, destroying or changing that               

within which does not serve and to take action guided by her innate wisdom. 

 

 

Healing the Divine Masculine  
 

This time of connecting with the waxing moon and follicular phase brings            
you closer to your masculine energy and the opportunity to heal this relationship. As you               

take aim with the energy of the Graceful Warrior, honing your focus and speaking your truth, you begin                  

to heal your relationship with the masculine. You may start to notice shifts in your relationship with the                  

masculine and with the men in your life.  

 

 

Through cultivating both the masculine and      
feminine principles, the sacred marriage has more       
space to blossom.  
 

This image is of the Shri Yantra: a powerful tantric symbol           

and a depiction of the sacred marriage between the divine feminine           

and the divine masculine. 
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Temple Body Arts Desire Map 
 

The desire map supports you to embody the graceful warrior. The arrows of the              

Desire Map are Recommitment (South), Mindset (North), Action (East), and Discernment (West). With             

the Graceful Warrior, you take action to re-align with your desires and determination. You must               

recommit again and again to your Sacred Why and soul’s purpose to bring your vision into form.  
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PRACTICE: Creating a Schedule the Feminine Way  
 

Connect to the Desire Map and the Graceful Warrior to reflect on where you desire to be and where you                    

are currently. Notice the gaps that exist in your mindset, boundaries, commitment level, etc. What areas                

need more attention and adjustment?  

 

When you create a schedule in your life and your work, you can organize your time and create a                   

container to hold you accountable with your Desire Map and Sacred Why. Every day is an opportunity to                  

show up as a Leader in your own life. As an entrepreneur and visionary, you are responsible for creating                   

the foundation and structure in which your magic and gifts can flow.  

 

 

Prioritizing Your Tasks for the Week 

Pick a calendar that works for you, digital or paper-based, write out your typical week               

(Monday - Sunday) in order to create your ideal workweek within the Global Mentorship.  
 

List all the items you want to include in your week and prioritize what needs               
to get done. Category Ideas include Work, Home, Relationships, Temple Body Care/ Self-Love             

Practice, Global Mentorship, Breaks/Time Off, Appointments, etc. Use colors to customize the different             

categories and technology (i.e., reminders, google calendar) to help you track your schedule and tasks.  
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Cultivating healthy boundaries and structures will support your focused         
attention. It is essential to honor yourself and be realistic about the time it takes for each task.                  

Remember to create transitions and buffers in between larger tasks to avoid overscheduling and              

burnout, for example, scheduling breaks between client calls. At the same time, set clear timeframes for                

completing a task such as writing a social media post; you don’t want to dedicate too much time to a                    

small task.  

 

 

Remember, the Graceful Warrior supports you in implementing your 

dreams into reality. 

 
 
Allocating Time for Work  
 

After allocating your blocks of time for work within your week, connect with your work priorities. When                 

dividing your work time, you need to understand the difference between working in your business vs. on                 

your business.  
 

 

Working IN your business includes daily tasks and the activities that generate the majority of               

your revenue. For example, creating newsletters, monitoring groups, private sessions with clients,            

hosting retreats and events, online courses, responding to emails and inquiries, writing/scheduling social             

media posts, nurturing leads, etc.  

 

As you begin this journey of being an entrepreneur, you will mainly focus on working in your business. Be                   

clear about what you will get done in each work block, pick one focus or goal, such as daily emails, slots                     

reserved for client calls/nurturing leads, social media/going LIVE.  

 

 
Working ON your business focuses on the bigger picture of your business. You step back to look                 

at how you are doing and where you are going in your business. For example, visioning, creating videos                  

and content, refining the structure of your business, establishing contracts and agreements, strategic             

planning sessions, and financial projections. 
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Work Sprints  
 

Each work block can be considered a work sprint to create more efficiency and effectiveness with your                 

time. Work sprints can be one to two hours at a time. Your brain can focus for 60 to 120 minutes at a                       

time, depending on if you are working solo or in collaboration, and then it needs to be followed by a rest                     

period. In each sprint, focus on one task or goal and avoid distractions, i.e., turning off your phone. The                   

Pomodoro Method proposes shorter work sprints and builds in more breaks to maximize your time. Find                

out what your ideal time frame is to stay focused and complete a given task.  

 

 
opening/closing ritual of the day within your business  
 
Opening Ritual: Start with an inspiring action aligned with your desires, such as making a short                

video of your morning practice or visioning your divine client or writing a post you want to share on                   

social media. Avoid the mistake of getting on email and social media first thing in the morning.  

 

Closing Ritual: Clean and organize your sacred workspace. Take time to plan tomorrow, ask              

yourself, how can you set up your day for success? Prioritize the three things that need to be worked on                    

or completed for the next day. 

 

 

 

How can you start and end the day watering the seeds of your business?  
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Reflection Questions / Video Prompts 

 

 

1. Where in your life do you repeat patterns of overdoing and burnout? Where do you need to 

cultivate more balance?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Reflect on your boundaries. What boundaries do you have in place or can put in place to keep 

you aligned with your highest desire and Sacred Why? Where do you give your power away? 

Where do you need to speak your truth more?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What is your current relationship with your divine masculine principle?  What aspects of your 

inner masculine do you desire to cultivate more or heal and integrate? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What aspect of the Desire Map do you need to focus on to embody the Graceful Warrior? What 

action(s) are you ready to REcommit to, again, and again?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group as a video prompt or written reflection. 
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